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23:42 
 

7 minutes into the job 
 
They’d come to steal Hope.  And they were about to 
succeed... beyond all expectations. 

The gallery’s owner had been in, working late, obsessing 
as ever over the minutiae of his business.  Alistair 
McClennan; fretting and fiddling with particulars anyone 
else would be glad to push aside on the desk, or leave biding 
its time in a cooling hard drive behind a locked door till 
morning.  Not Old Man McClennan, oh no.  Doting, 
dedicated McClennan. 

He believed in his work, in this business, Alice had 
quickly realised... watching with quiet calculation while she 
worked under an alias as assistant at the gallery.  McClennan 
believed, despite the downturn in his market, the faltering 
commitments of his clientele, their fickle taste and fickler 
financial favours.  He believed it would all work out.  He 
had hope that the recession was just a blip, that the Credit 
Crunch was only a temporary squeeze; a tightness of breath 
brought on by a momentary collective fright shared by the 
Dow, FTSE, and Hang Sen markets.  The palpitations would 
pass, the banks chuckle and slap each others’ backs.  A 
steady pulse would follow, and with it the return to a healthy 
blood flow and a ruddy rosiness in the cheeks – just like his 
own.  He trusted people would see this; that their views 
would not constrict to the tunnel vision of asphyxiation 
experienced by a dying man, focusing only on survival.  Yes, 
McClennan had hope in the future, a hope he could carry, 
even invest in, for it was a hope made real.  So real that it 
had shape, dimensions, colours – an eponymous title even – 
with a capital “H” no less.  It was a Hope to be treasured, 
even to risk everything on, which McClennan had done with 
all the commitment of the merchant in the biblical parable 
who’d found the treasure in the field.  Alice hadn’t learnt 
just how much he’d committed to his obtaining it; 
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metaphorical limbs had been included in the transaction, of 
that there was no doubt.  But she knew he’d committed more 
than enough to entrust its security to nothing less than inches 
of reinforced steel forming the fireproof, walk-in wall safe in 
his office. 

A safe to which Alice had been devious enough to learn 
the combination. 

Or thought she had. 
Watching the beating now unfolding before her, listening 

to his short, frightened breaths, the harsh smack of knuckle 
against jaw swiftly followed by yelps of pain, Max was 
wondering if Alice had been wrong. 

‘Just two more, professor.  Two more!’ hissed the old 
man’s attacker, raising his gloved fist again.  Despite the 
whisper, there was depth to the insisting voice, maleness.  A 
young man’s voice.  Worse, in that whisper there was a 
smile to be heard, a malicious enjoyment.  Max had warned 
him about that. 

‘F-four… one…’ gasped the old man, defeated. 
Shit. 
The combination had been right. 
Max shook her head, turned back to the safe door and 

punched the remaining numbers on the keypad set at 
shoulder height.  A small LED glowing above the pad 
blinked from red to green and, grinning under her mask, 
Max turned the handle.  There was a slight metallic click – 
strangely, innocuously small considering the imposing size 
of the safe – and Max tugged at the door.  It opened outward, 
revealing a deep cupboard space.  Within stood the vertical 
beams of neatly stacked picture frames, placed side-on.  
With urgent but deft efficiency, Max flicked through them 
left to right, searching for the right one; her bent head, the 
dual beams shining from her small headset torches, giving 
the impression of some clubbing DJ searching through their 
over-large LP collection for a suitable disc to spin into the 
next mix.  Markey obviously saw the similarity. 
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‘Choose some techno!’ he called, chuckling.  ‘I’m in a 
retro mood!’  Max glanced at him, his joke lost on her, then 
returned to her task. 

‘Fuckwit,’ she muttered.  Max regretted bringing Markey 
now.  Alice had been against it from the start, and had only 
just accepted Luther’s recommendation that they needed him 
on the team.  Not that Alice had resisted their fence and 
mentor’s argument for a third man per se; just who that third 
man ought to be.  Sure, Markey had his good points.  But as 
good a laugh down the pub as he was, as useful a fist to back 
Max up against opposing taggers when she was down her 
patch spraying, as hot a bod as she could want pressing 
against her when they fucked, Markey’s limitations plainly 
showed when thinking was required.  Even before the idea 
for the job was a glint in Alice’s eye, she’d assessed 
Markey’s capabilities concisely; a knuckle-dragger.  And 
when he smoked skunk, Markey performed little better than 
Max’s old Windows computer when it could only boot up on 
Safe mode; generating that shite paint-by-numbers-for-three-
year-olds look, and barely able to add up, let alone use even 
half its capabilities.  Which led to Alice’s equally withering 
assessment of Markey after a drag of skunk; a drooling 
knuckle-dragger.  Granted, a high knuckle-dragger thinking 
he was channelling the spirits of George Carlin, Bill Hicks 
and Lenny Bruce, but a fountain of a drooler nonetheless. 

You want that throwback on our team?  Fine, complained 
Alice at the end of their debate with Luther.  He’s your fuck-
buddy, so make sure the only fucking he does is you.  ‘Cos if 
he fucks around with this job, Max, then you’re responsible. 

Fucking around. 
Which was exactly what Markey was doing now. 
Old Man McClennan had guessed their intentions 

immediately he’d seen the three of them.  It didn’t take 
anyone of McClennan’s not insignificant qualifications to 
gather the unexpected appearance of black-clad and 
balacalava’d figures eleven-thirty in the pm at his gallery 
office door heralded that a very bad thing was happening.  
He’d accepted the odds against him of course, not that he 
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hadn’t gamely protested first; demanding to know “what the 
devil” the three were doing here, in crisp, freshly minted 
upper-middle class tones.  Crisp tones Markey immediately 
softened by giving McClennan a fat lip; smacking him so 
hard in the face, the punch sent the gallery owner backwards 
over the desk he’d only just indignantly stepped around.  
After that McClennan had kneeled obediently as ordered, 
agreeing – if gruffly – he’d do what was asked of him, which 
amounted to nothing more than being good-as-gold, staying 
still and shutting the fuck up. 

But that hadn’t satisfied Markey.  Despite warning him, 
Max realised Markey must’ve torched himself a fatty-boom-
batty on the sly before they’d headed out, so by the time 
they’d rocked into McClennan’s office, the Drooler was in 
charge behind the balaclava.  And when Max’s first try at the 
safe’s combination had failed, it took only a short 
intellectual shamble for Markey to see the solution to their 
problem.  Within a minute, McClennan’s fat lip now topped 
a short order menu of quick punishments Markey had swiftly 
served him, so the gallery owner couldn’t help but tip 
Markey the combination.  No warning of Markey’s 
intentions, no opportunity for Max to retry.  Markey had just 
grabbed the man and gone for it… over Max’s protests she 
could have mis-keyed the combo Alice had given her, and by 
then McClennan had spilled the numbers. 

Unnecessary fucking around. 
Still, Max consoled herself, at least the safe was open, 

and they’d be out soon. 
She flipped to the next canvas… 
…and there was their prize. 
Hope in a Prison of Despair, by Evelyn de Morgan.  

Almost immediately, Alice’s lecture about their target leapt 
to mind: 

British painter.  Female.  Born 30th August 1855, died 
2nd May 1919.  Alumnus of the Slade School of Art.  
Influenced greatly by her uncle, the artist John Roddam 
Spencer-Stanhope; himself a second generation Pre-
Raphaelite.  “Hope” too is a painting in the Pre-Raphaelite 
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tradition, painted circa 1887.  An allegorical depiction of 
two women (or one woman and androgynous-looking man), 
it shows the man/woman as Hope entering a dark cell, 
bringing the radiant light of his/her lamp to the cowering 
figure of Despair; evoking – apparently – the comfort that 
religious faith brings in times of trouble.  Current market 
value… 

Oh yes.  Max now recalled Luther telling them that juicy 
titbit of information he’d gleaned from his contacts – the 
most interesting of all the facts drilled into her as they 
prepped and rehearsed for this night.  That information 
which oiled the cogs, fired the imagination and gave them no 
end of motivation to go through with the job, to dare and try 
for this prize.  Fuck the artistry.  Fuck its analogies and 
suggestions.  Fuck religion and Hope…  Let’s just hear 
again that lovely current market value… 

‘Jackpot!’ she whispered, smiling under her mask. 
Quickly, she withdrew the frame from the protective 

rack, and placed the painting face-front, pulling a 
switchblade from her jacket pocket.  No way could they 
make their getaway with their prize, frame and all.  No time 
either for the delicacy of extracting the canvas first from the 
frame, then its mount.  Urgency insisted removal of a more 
invasive kind.  She flicked the blade to attention and 
crouched to incise first at the top right corner down, making 
sure to stay flush against the frame and lessen any damage to 
the painting itself. 

‘No!  Don’t!  Please!’ cried McClennan, his eyes wide, 
the wash of pallor that swept over his face betraying the 
horror of this, his worst nightmare made real, more lucidly 
than any words ever could.  He cried out again, tried to rise, 
gasping as though the blade were cutting a swathe across his 
own chest.  Markey bitch-slapped him down. 

‘Shut the fuck up!’ he warned, and punched him full in 
the face as an after-thought for good measure.  ‘Wha’ did I 
tell ya?’  Then another afterthought occurred.  He stepped 
over to the open safe, and from an inside jacket pocket drew 
a small, round badge.  He placed it on the top of the picture 
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rack; in the centre beam, face-up, unmissable to those who 
inevitably would investigate after. 

Max glanced up from her cutting, seeing Markey 
complete his one worthwhile contribution to the actual theft, 
and couldn’t help but grin.  Alice had been against any such 
gestures, of course.  Gestures like these could literally catch 
up with you, she’d warned, lead back to other offences you’d 
have to request be “taken into account” while standing in the 
dock before the judge.  Secretive, careful Alice.  Scaredy-cat 
Alice.  She could be so fucking dull sometimes.  Freeing 
another side of the canvas from its frame, Max reflected 
again why couldn’t they tag their jobs, just as they’d tagged 
walls, shutters, train carriages with their spray cans?  After 
all, if this job (their debut into the big league) was to be the 
first of many, why couldn’t they big up their achievements?   

The choice of tag had been Max’s; her own pet project.  
Using one of her designs that she sprayed round her patch 
had been out of the question, of course.  The temptation had 
been strong though, and almost won out.  A number of her 
own tags pretty much suited her message, her own 
assessment of… well, everything that was this so-called 
Life.  In the end however, even Max knew better than to 
draw attention to her own work, and through that, herself. 

So she’d had to look outwards; seek something which 
could convey what she wanted to say, and at the same time 
couldn’t be traced back to her.  The search had taken a good 
few months, almost as long as the prep for the job itself.  But 
her perseverance finally paid off.  Three weeks before 
tonight (a reasonable amount of time to allow the memory of 
the purchase – and the purchaser – to fade in the proprietor’s 
mind) she’d found her goal in a market stall in Camden.  
Considering ten a reasonable number that’d not attract 
attention, she paid cash for the badges, each bearing 
something which suited her needs, something which 
stylistically matched her sensibility, thematically conveyed 
the message while being mass-produced on a large enough 
scale to make it nigh-on impossible to pin-point their origin.  
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Something which seemed appropriately proud, suitably, 
“Yeah, it was us.  C’mon then.  Catch us if you can”: 

A cartoon hand, raising its middle finger at the viewer in 
“sit an’ spin” defiance. 

The irreverent, guerrilla-style appealed to Max.  If this 
was the career path they’d chosen, why couldn’t they plant a 
signature against their own works, make their robberies their 
own performance art?  Why couldn’t they be the Banksy of 
art thieves? 

Banksy… Ah, now there was a thought.  She’d mention 
that to Alice later.  Still, Max considered, lifting one of his 
works might be tricky.  Certainly nabbing one of his street 
graffiti pieces would be a bastard.  Unless we could track 
him during one of his gallery stunts, she thought.  Watch him 
hang one of his own framed mickey-takes of a Master among 
the genuine articles.  Then nip in after he’d gone and do our 
own switcheroo.  God that’d be funny; saving the gallery 
staff the embarrassment of a member of the public pointing 
out an interloping artwork hanging between their legitimate 
canvases.  Instead, they’d be querying what that offensive 
badge was doing stuck to the wall- 

A strangled cry from McClennan yanked Max back to 
reality.  Even as she turned to look, the old man, held by the 
throat by Markey – whose Drooler side must have felt more 
disciplining was required – gasped for breath, clutching his 
heart with his right hand while his left curled up, an autumn 
leaf in time-lapse.  He gagged, grimaced, his eyes rolled.  
Even as the crotch of McClennan’s trousers darkened wetly, 
there came a faint “chuff” of a blown raspberry, which any 
other time would’ve sounded hilarious.  Immediately a toilet 
reek, unhindered by the cloth of her balaclava, assaulted 
Max’s nostrils, betraying that not just McClennan’s bladder 
was venting. 

Heart attack… it had to be.  Max had seen this before.  
Her grandfather had keeled over just this way when she was 
eight.  She’d joined him on his daily constitutional, chatting 
with him about what she was learning at school, what 
subjects interested her, and what she wanted to be one day.  
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The unasked for memory crashed back on her now; the sun 
was an eye-squinting brilliance, the sky an etheric splash of 
unreachable blue… the coronary catastrophic.  A witness 
now to a repeat of history, Max reacted the only way natural 
to her, the way she had before.  She watched McClennan, the 
freed canvas left dangling limply in one hand, the open blade 
in the other, both momentarily forgotten, and said, simply: 

‘Fuck.’ 
Recoiling from the smell more than any realisation that 

this was unusual behaviour, Markey dropped McClennan.  
Like Max he watched, dimly puzzled what could possibly 
have provoked such a reaction, while the old man thrashed, 
gasping in agony at the feet of the third masked and black-
clad figure who’d just returned to the office. 

 
Alice stared down at McClennan before turning to Max, her 
voice horrified. 

‘What are you doing?!’ 
The old man rolled on his back, arched up, and abruptly 

flopped to lie still.  Alice immediately knelt over 
McClennan, placing her head to his chest, listening. 

He’d stopped breathing. 
Markey shrugged. 
‘You said you couldn’t be sure of the combination.’  His 

tone suggested Alice’s losing it was over little more than 
times when they were all down the pub and Markey nabbed 
a tug of Alice’s beer without asking. 

‘I said I couldn’t be sure when he’d change it!’ Alice 
fired back.  Placing both hands on McClennan’s chest, she 
pumped; one, two, three, beat.  Then again.  She couldn’t 
breathe into his lungs, couldn’t risk leaving a DNA trace on 
his lips.  She had to hope that only stimulating his heart 
would be enough. 

Max looked away from the scene before her, carefully 
and quickly rolling up the canvas and slipping it into a black 
plastic artwork carry cylinder.  She abruptly found herself 
keenly interested in adjusting its strap to keep the tube from 
bouncing against her back if they had to run later.  She cast 
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the memory of her grandfather behind her; ancient history it 
was, nothing else.  She deliberately dismissed as irrelevant 
now, the small – the insignificant – fact that the four 
numbers McClennan confessed had exactly matched those 
that Alice had given her… Tried to hide behind the task at 
hand the reason the code had failed the first time, the reason 
Markey had gone all Rocky, the reason McClennan lay 
prone now and the whole job was going Pete Tong… was 
down to her own stubby, nerve-wracked, stupid little fingers 
being unable to punch the safe’s keypad right. 
 
Alice couldn’t understand it.  Until she left the two in the 
office with McClennan kneeling subserviently, things had 
been under control.  They’d come through the rear door, 
bold as brass, using the gallery keys Alice had covertly lifted 
and given to Luther to copy.  Alice had quickly realised then 
her plan and reality were parting company; the warning 
chimes from the gallery’s alarm had failed to sound, which 
meant it didn’t need deactivating… simply because it hadn’t 
been activated yet.  Which – the second indicator – meant 
someone was still in the gallery.  Nothing to get all het up 
about though; Alice had anticipated just such a situation, and 
had ordered Markey to take point on any interaction with 
gallery staff they discovered, using his bulk and gruff 
maleness to ensure obedience.  If anyone was going to be 
there, Alice had concluded from her work experience it’d be 
Old Man McClennan himself.  She knew after a late night, 
he spent a while unwinding by enjoying a nip of Fontigny 
Pays D'Auge Calvados he had stashed in his desk before 
going home.  A glass accompanied by an appropriately 
proportioned Cuban cigar, smoked up on the roof, of course.  
Smoking laws aside, McClennan’s daughter, Persephone, 
couldn’t abide the smell permeating their gallery. 

The problem ended up being quite containable.  Finding 
McClennan in his office was something they just dealt with; 
jumping him before he could react to their three black-clad 
figures crashing his private party had been easy.  And – 
alarming as the smackdown had been for her – despite her 
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earlier protestations about him, Alice had to acknowledge to 
herself Markey had proved himself, quickly subduing 
McClennan. 

With the plan and reality now realigned, Alice had left 
the two keeping the old man quiet and working on opening 
the safe, while she’d attended to disabling the CCTV 
recorder and removing its disc, then ran upstairs to see to the 
door to the roof, damaging it in such a way as to make it 
look like that was how they’d gained entry; breaching 
security by taking advantage of an old cigar smoker’s habits.  
Prudent as it might’ve been for her to stay downstairs and 
work on getting the painting, knowing the gallery and its 
offices intimately as she did, Alice had insisted she ensure 
their back-up escape route was clear instead.  Her official 
reasoning – that she couldn’t risk McClennan hearing her 
voice and maybe recognising her – effectively masked the 
truth… that she couldn’t face being in the same room as him 
when she robbed him.  She couldn’t confess that to Max.  
How would she understand?  How could she respect Alice, 
her friend, her leader on this job, when Alice’s reluctance to 
be around McClennan while they did the deed was because 
she’d become too close to him; that she genuinely liked him 
and hated hurting him.  And hurting him she undoubtedly 
was. 

Content their faked entry would pass examination, she’d 
returned to find her well-planned and executed job slipping 
into disaster the way a walk across a stable-looking 
snowbound mountainside slips into an avalanche. 

She pumped the fading gallery owner’s chest. 
‘C’mon!  Don’t you go!  Don’t you go…’  Her demands 

faltered when she looked again into McClennan’s face.  The 
old man’s eyes were glazed, gazing emptily at the ceiling.  A 
cracked, stretched sigh escaped his lips.  Had it been 
accompanied by the sight of glowing, ectoplasmic smoke 
wafting free of his body, the moment couldn’t have been 
more eerie, nor more chilling. 

‘No, no, NO!’ 
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Even as the anguished cry escaped her lips, Alice balled 
her right fist, swung it wide and high, then slammed it down 
onto the ribs directly over McClennan’s heart.  His prone 
body trembled at the impact, but only that; no spluttering, no 
sucking the life back in, no returning, shocked awareness in 
his eyes.  Alice rained down further hammer blows; a 
second, third, fourth time…  

An awful, wet splitting sound of cracking ribs made her 
hesitate, then stop trying.  It was the final signal from 
McClennan to give up. 

Alice hung her head, panting from her vain effort.  Max 
and Markey simply stood, watching.  Then Markey spoke 
up; an offhanded declaration. 

‘Dunno what you’re complaining about, he made the job 
easier.’ 

Alice sprung at him, smacking him hard, screaming.  
Markey was so startled by the onslaught he couldn’t 
respond.  Max jumped over the body and tried to hold Alice 
back. 

All three froze when they heard police sirens.  
Alice spoke what they all guessed: 
‘Silent alarm!’ 
When – how – had McClennan tripped it?  Or had it been 

some setting in the safe itself?  No time to wonder now.  
‘The roof!’ she ordered.  Max and Markey didn’t need to be 
told twice.  As one they charged for the stairwell, Max 
yanking Markey up when he instinctively turned to head 
down into the gallery for the entrance and the way they’d 
come.  The last to leave, Alice retreated from the office and 
the cooling corpse within, staring at it, wishing McClennan 
would suddenly sit bolt upright, give one of those wicked 
grins she’d come to know, wink his clown’s “Gotcha!” 

The grotesque shape remained obstinately prone. 
‘Oh Jesus…’ Alice muttered.  ‘Jesus Christ…’ 
A squeal of tyres from outside made her turn and flee. 

 
Hearing two police cars screech to a halt, Max put her arm 
out, creating a barrier, just as Markey had turned to take a 
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running jump to leap the gap to the roof opposite.  The slam 
of car doors prompted Max to risk a glance down along the 
alley below.  There, where it joined the high street the 
McClennan Gallery faced onto, were two of the blue and 
whites they’d heard; the occupants spilling out and splitting 
up; two taking off down the alley, two making for the front 
entrance.  The wail of more sirens in the near distance told 
them that the arrival of reinforcements was imminent. 

Immediately the cops were out of sight, Max waved the 
go-ahead for Markey.  He sprinted across the flat rooftop, 
planted his left foot at the edge and leapt… 

Rehearsing this for the first time weeks before on low-
level mock-ups, watching Markey first try then doing it 
herself, had placed an elephant’s heart in Max’s mouth.  
Strangely, now with the old man dead and a prolonged hot-
footed escape a certainty, the urgency of it all gave Max a 
curious detachment.  A detachment that assumed Markey’s 
successful leaping of the gap as foregone… 

…which it was.  His right foot landed on the roof 
opposite, though his balance, shaken by the leap, failed him.  
He tumbled and rolled across the gravel before recovering, 
but hey – any leap that gets you to the other side is a good 
one.  Max took the tube from her shoulder, threw it over to 
Markey, then ran back to give herself the distance for her 
own jump, and saw Alice emerge from the stairwell.  No 
time for a sitrep from her.  Markey stage-whispered 
‘C’mon!’ from the other side.  Max turned, sprinted, leapt… 

…and made the other side, a couple of feet clear.  Like 
Markey, she rolled in order to dispel her momentum, but 
with considerably better grace than her beau, who as she 
recovered and stood, was waiting for her.  He’d pulled his 
mask up to his forehead, and now reached for hers; yanking 
it up above her eyes and roughly planting his mouth over 
hers before she could react.  She felt the scratching of his 
stubbled face, his tongue hungrily searching between her 
lips, his breath whistling between her teeth an hours-stale 
cocktail of tobacco and skunk.  She allowed him only the 
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briefest gratification before ending the kiss.  His wolfish leer 
remained undaunted. 

‘God, I want you!’ 
‘Get off, arsehole!’  She broke the clinch, pushing him 

away angrily and snatching the tube back from him even as 
Alice landed beside them with a practised, balletic roll.  As 
soon as she recovered, Alice strode up to Markey and 
punched him on the chin as hard as she could. 

‘What the fuck were you doing?!’ she hissed, pulling up 
her mask to let him see the full extent of her fury.  Only 
momentarily startled, Markey stepped up to retaliate, but 
Max placed herself between them. 

‘Not now!  We gotta go!’ she advised, glaring at them 
both.  Without another word, she bounded across the roof, 
returning the tube holding their prize to her back. 

Alice allowed herself a baleful glance at Markey before 
dashing after. 

‘You killed him!’ she accused, calling back to him. 
‘Shoulda talked when I asked him!’ Markey replied 

reasonably, his tone harsher when he added, ‘Like you 
shoulda told me the old fart had a dickey heart!’ 

‘Fucksake!  Run!’ urged Max up ahead. 
Approaching another gap yawning between blocks, Max 

leapt and hit the other side, scattering gravel.  She staggered 
forward, both hands splayed out to stop her rolling and 
possibly crushing their prize, recovered and ran on.  Fuelled 
by adrenaline and her fury, Alice’s jump beat her personal 
best, clearing the gap a good four feet. 
 
Perhaps Markey’s confidence had been shaken by Alice’s 
punch.  Perhaps beams of the reality of what had happened 
to McClennan were finally spearing down through the 
clouds of his skunk-shrouded mind.  Whatever was going 
through Markey’s head, it seemed to dazzle his judgement, 
and sap his impetus.  As fast as he now sprinted at this 
second gap, it wasn’t nearly fast enough. 

His left foot slapped hard at the edge, launching Markey 
high, leaving the other building behind.  But too much 
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energy had been injected into giving him height, not enough 
for distance.  Max had already ducked around the housing of 
an air conditioning plant to see what was coming; Alice fast 
approaching it to do the same.  So no-one saw Markey make 
a face mid-flight as the awful realisation dawned.  His eyes 
widened, his jaw dropped in a perfectly round – if 
understating – “O”, while his arms began an instinctive, vain 
floundering flap for the roof’s edge as it approached.  For 
approach it still did; fast but high.  High enough for Markey 
to know if he came out of this one, it was going to smart like 
a sonofabitch.  At the very last moment, he let out a 
plaintive, ‘Shi-’ before smacking into the roof’s edge at 
chest height. 

Alice had reached the air con housing when she heard the 
impact.  It was a combination of violent sounds; the primary 
noise – jolting in its new familiarity – immediately 
transporting her back to the moment McClennan’s ribs had 
snapped under her pounding fist.  But there had been more to 
this sound; a cry immediately before it, cut short, a dull, 
muffled splat, and a blasting, ‘Oof!’ and scattering of gravel.  
Alice skidded to a halt, and looked back, to see Markey’s 
fingers clawing at the roof edge.  With what was clearly a 
tremendous effort, and grunting and gasping rising from the 
abyss, Markey managed to raise his right arm, slapping it to 
rest at the elbow on the lip of the edge, and with it his head 
and face came into view.  His nose was cruelly bent to the 
left by the impact; blood, tinted a deep violet by the weak 
streetlight below, pouring from his ruined nostrils, while 
spittle foamed black from his mouth, bubbling freely from 
his lips as he breathed hard.  Alice knew immediately; 
punctured lung. 

‘Aww… shid!’ Markey declared.  The blood filling his 
mouth softening his inflections.  He didn’t see Alice.  
Whether it was because the impact had disoriented him, or 
his focus was purely on the immediate vicinity to ensure his 
survival, she couldn’t know, but she saw his eyes latch onto 
an outcropping of rusty pipe, barely a foot ahead and to the 
left of him, a scant second before his left hand did.  
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Immediately he’d seized it, any strength he had to do more 
than just cling onto the edge and to the pipe suddenly 
deserted him. 

The timing of his rescuers was perfect. 
Two blocks behind him, back on the roof of the 

McClennan Gallery, light spilled from the open door the 
three thieves had fled through.  From it, a finger of light 
crossed the roof floor to the edge, as if the building were 
pointing to where its owner’s murderers had fled.  Then 
emerged the silhouettes of the policemen Max had seen.  
They looked about, ignorant as yet of the accusing band of 
light before them, or that it showed the way to their quarry. 

Alice hesitated, at a loss.  They had seconds, if that.  The 
light from that distant stairwell couldn’t reach this far, and 
the gloom – coupled with the policemen’s eyes not as yet 
being dark-adapted – for now obscured them.  But the cops 
had torches, and would think to use them any second.  Then 
they’d spot her and – worse – Markey, dangling his arse 
from the roof, positively inviting a fair cop. 

Alice literally staggered.  Perfectly balanced on even 
footing, with no reason to be unsteady, nonetheless Alice’s 
indecision fractured her into three separate minds; all 
demanding three courses of action, all at the same moment 
seizing and wrestling with the joystick commanding her 
movements, yanking her every which way. 

One third of her – the First Alice – felt she had to make a 
grab for Markey, take him with them.  Save him.  But the 
second part knew that, hurt as he was now, he’d only slow 
them down, be even more dead weight than he’d already 
been.  Carrying him, they’d all get caught.  And, even if they 
still managed to escape with him, how could they get him 
fixed up without someone in authority finding out?  Would 
Luther know any medic who could patch Markey up and 
stay silent?  Alice had no time to find out.  No, let the dead 
weight be taken, Second Alice urged.  And then the final 
splinter, Third Alice, whispered, goaded, enticed the other 
two with the fact that yes, Second Alice was right; this was 
an opportunity to lose that dead weight, but the right way.  
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Leaving him to be rescued wasn’t for the best.  You know 
Markey, Third Alice said.  You know how unreliable he is.  
You know what he’ll do once the fuzz have their hands on 
him.  He’s fucked us up once tonight.  He’d do it again to 
save his own arse cheeks becoming prime bitch real estate 
behind bars.  To save herself and Max from exposure, Third 
Alice urged, she had to go to Markey now, not run from him.  
Just step up to that smug, fugue-addled fuckwit, while he 
still couldn’t do shit but cough up his lungs and hold onto 
that pipe like it was his hard-on, whisper, ‘this is for 
McClennan’ then plant a boot firmly and squarely into his 
chops and send him on his merry way to that final high in the 
sky…   

Perhaps two seconds had passed while the war raged in 
her mind.  In the meantime, Markey, pain finally winning 
over the initial shock, gagged and coughed out another gout 
of blood.  He winced, his left hand strained at the pipe.  He’s 
losing his grip, First Alice realised.  Good, answered Third 
Alice. 

With a metallic squeak the old pipe abruptly bent toward 
Markey.  Even better, volunteered Third Alice.  Markey’s 
eyes widened with horror.  At that moment, seeing his hope 
suddenly failing, Markey saw beyond it, and finally spotted 
Alice watching him from the air con plant. 

‘For fug’s sake!’ he cried to her. 
His desperation carried.  As one, the heads of the 

policemen two blocks back turned, their shadowed faces 
scanning the gloom for the source of the yell.  Their arms 
reached for their belts, and moments later, torch beams 
lanced over the roofs, across the gaps between, and zeroed in 
on Markey. 

Had the light from the torch beams scorched her, Alice 
couldn’t have reacted faster.  She ducked further into the 
gloom at the side of the air con plant, pulling the mask back 
over her face to be sure the cops wouldn’t catch sight of it.  
She watched, despairing, as first one policeman, then another 
sprinted across the McClennan gallery roof, and vaulted the 
gap to the second.  No! yelled Third Alice.  They can’t get to 
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him!  You can still act!  You must!  First Alice agreed, for her 
own reasons.  You must save him from them! she urged.  
Alice however remained still, knowing she’d been unseen as 
yet; the cops’ focus had been on Markey.  The fear of 
exposure now dominated her, and held her witness to what 
followed. 

The police arrived at the lip of the roof, directly opposite 
the edge from which Markey dangled so precariously.  
Retrieving the torches from their belts, they shone them at 
him.  Only too aware now of their presence, he managed a 
strained glance back at them.  What they were was irrelevant 
to him right now; what they could do for him dominated his 
thinking. 

‘Helb be!’ he cried.  By the torchlight, Alice saw his jaw 
was awash with glistening crimson.  The two cops, their 
faces just silhouettes behind the glare cast by their torches, 
looked to each other, as though gauging how their collective 
mind should approach this problem.  And Alice immediately 
saw from their stance, and the angle of their heads, that 
they’d seen McClennan’s corpse in his office below.  She 
knew their approach would be simple.  They just turned their 
heads back to Markey… and watched. 

The pipe squeaked again as it bent still further, now more 
horizontal than vertical, a jagged tear showing at the weak 
spot. 

‘Helb be, you wankers!’ he pleaded.  Neither shadow 
responded, only watched, as Markey strained vainly to get a 
better purchase on the lip of the roof before the pipe failed, 
his remaining strength waning fast.  He gasped, spraying 
mist after mist of blood onto the roof.  At the last he looked 
for Alice, and found her shape joined with the other shadows 
at the side of the plant.  ‘Blease!’ he asked her.  And in 
asking, he’d somehow managed to find her eyes.  Locked 
with his own, Alice saw in them that it was simply a request 
now; shed of any arrogance, anger, defiance, or bravado; of 
anything like Markey being an arsehole.  At that final 
moment, Markey had been distilled by fear down to his very 
essence; a man wanting only to live. 
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‘Blease…’ 
It was enough to give First Alice the edge.  Over the 

protests of her other splinters, she began to steer herself out 
of hiding, and take her first step to rescue Markey. 

With a final clang, the pipe ruptured completely. 
Markey was still holding the severed end as he slipped 

off the roof and away from Alice’s sight.  A pregnant 
moment’s silence filled the void before Markey’s scream 
flew up the chasm; then, even as it began, it was cut short by 
an awful, sickening thud. 

Alice stood, frozen, gazing at the bloodied edge Markey 
had clung to, dimly aware that as he’d fallen, the beams of 
the policemen’s torches had tracked Markey’s descent, and 
even now were locked on him, down there out of sight.  
Probably checking to see if he was still alive.  Alice doubted 
it; these buildings were five stories high. 

Now her need for self-preservation kicked in.  Her retreat 
was automatic; slow, silent and steady.  Still facing the cops, 
she watched them as she rounded the plant and disappeared 
from view.  They didn’t seem to notice her slipping away. 

Deep within a dark place inside herself, Third Alice 
smirked. 

Thank you boys, she said. 
 
Alice leapt to a lower roof and ran, following the course of 
their escape route.  Jumping clear of the last few rungs of a 
ladder to a lower level, she found Max crouching there, 
waiting.  She rose, looking up and behind Alice for who was 
clearly missing. 

‘Markey?’ she asked.  Unable to look at Max, Alice 
lowered her head, shook it. 

‘He… fell.’ 
Max immediately reached for the ladder, but Alice pulled 

her back. 
‘Police!  They’ll be here any second!’ 
Max tore her gaze from the roof above and stared at 

Alice, angling her head to see Alice’s eyes clearly. 
That was enough. 
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Max turned for the fire escape stairs and Alice followed.  
Around and down the metal flight clinging to the end of the 
block they fled, trying to temper their speed with silence.  
Even so, the clanking of their descent rang horribly loud, and 
any moment Alice expected to see searching torch beams 
round the entrance to the alley, followed by pursuing police.  
But no officers appeared as they took the final flight, its 
counterweighted steps arcing down like a ramp.  They 
jumped as soon as it was close enough to the ground, hitting 
the tarmac running, emerging into a street behind and farther 
down from the McClennan Gallery.  The coast was clear.  
This time of night, in this area outside the central shopping 
district, the street lay before them, open and empty.  To the 
right, it stretched away and up a hill.  Not far that way was 
the gallery and a cooling corpse – two corpses now – Alice 
corrected herself.  To the left, the street was intersected 
about a hundred yards distant by the black brick arch of a 
railway bridge.  The streetlights cast a harsh yellow wash 
over every which way; the steel-shuttered shop fronts, the 
odd parked car.  The scene evoked an eerily evacuated no-
man’s-land, to be crossed at their peril.  An evocation not 
entirely outside fact; sirens could still be heard, closer than 
before.  The girls sprinted for another alley immediately 
across the street while they still could, not slowing as they 
shot along its narrow confines, following its course when it 
bent left and parallel with the closed shops out front.  Where 
the alley opened into a side street, they halted, crouching in 
the shadows while catching their breath. 

‘This wasn’t meant to happen!  The old man shouldn’t 
have been there-’ 

‘Markey shouldn’t have been high is what!’ Alice 
countered, her horror of witnessing his death dissolving in 
her fury at what he’d done. 

‘Oh Jesus!  Markey!’ Now Max was allowing herself the 
moment to react to the knowledge he’d fallen.  Dismay 
dragged at her face.  

‘Forget him.’ 
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Max was about to protest Alice’s dismissal.  Forget 
Markey?  How could she do that?  But even as she opened 
her mouth, cold reality was dousing the flame of her 
indignation, for indignation was all she felt.  Already the 
thought occurred to her; what had Markey really been to 
her?  She had been going to say, ‘But he was my man!’  But 
had he been?  Fuck buddy, yes.  But what else?  A tagging 
partner?  A good mate?  Source for some quality hash?  Yes, 
all those things.  But only those things.  His loss was a punch 
to the stomach, but wouldn’t it feel worse, if she’d felt more 
for him?  The question trapped the words in the back of her 
throat before they could be released. 

Seeing the pain in Max’s face, Alice pushed her point. 
‘He’s a stupid shit who’s fucked up a good gig and has 

just made us accessories to murder.  From here on in, you 
don’t know him, you never met him.  Clear?  Are you clear, 
Max?  We cut all ties!  All!’ 

Max nodded numbly.  Alice indicated the painting tube 
and Max handed it over. 

‘Let’s vanish.  The place is crawling.  Max!’  She nudged 
her friend to keep her attention from falling inward and 
losing focus on their escape.  ‘We split up.  If either of us 
gets caught, follow the drill.  No knowledge, no contact.  
“Never been on my radar.”  ‘Kay?  Okay, Max?’ 

Max pulled herself back to the moment and nodded. 
‘’Kay. You’ll get the picture to Luther?’ 
‘Gotta salvage something from this fuck up.  Now go.’  

Max didn’t move, rooted to the spot by the enormity of 
events.  Alice pointed ahead to the end of the alley where it 
joined the back street.  ‘That way!  Go!’  She shoved Max 
hard.  Jolted into action, Max sprinted the way Alice sent 
her.  Reaching the street, she checked each way, glanced 
back at Alice one last time, and was gone.  Alice remained, 
gathering herself together, watching the now vacant gap of 
road at the end of the alley… 

…which suddenly pulsed blue. 
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Seconds later, two police cars passed, lights flashing, 
their sirens blaring to life.  Tyres screeched.  Feet pounded.  
Shouting.  Max protesting angrily. 

Alice rose to help, then halted.  In her mind’s eye, she 
pictured Max already being manhandled by cops, putting up 
a helluva fight but already down on the ground. 

There was nothing Alice could do for her. 
The third lost cause of the night. 
Shouldering the tube, Alice turned and fled the other way.  

She kept to shadowed alleys, avoiding routes where security 
cameras might lurk, vaulting the fence barring her way 
across the bank of the railway line and hopping the rails well 
beyond sight of the station.  On the other side, Alice came to 
a short row of shops, blending with the shadows, ducking 
onto a traffic island opposite them that was home to the short 
iron, Doric-columned Victorian folly that was the local 
borough clock tower.  Just in time; seconds later, police cars 
whizzed past, sirens going, oblivious to Alice’s presence.  
Once they were out of sight, she ran on. 
 
As planned, the recycling bins in the park were devoid of 
human life at this time of night; long since visited and 
abandoned by the local homeless on their daily pillage of 
anything immediately useful.  Still panting from her run, 
Alice quickly shed her black thieving garb, revealing 
innocuous, everyday clothes beneath.  She disposed of each 
item individually through the trap door of the clothing bin, 
wanting to avoid them being bundled together, thereby 
risking the preservation of any forensic tie back to herself.  
Open the trap, throw the jacket to the right.  Trousers to the 
left.  Let them fall on the clothes pile from a thousand other 
bodies, with their thousand colonies of human skin flakes, 
hairs, and dried sweat.  An ideal dirt-mine for Alice to 
contaminate any evidence to the max- 

Max. 
The word association was all it took.  Everything that had 

carried Alice here; the adrenaline, the fear, her determination 
to escape, her desire to bring home the prize despite the right 
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royal cock-up the night had become – all abruptly left her.  
The past hour returned in crashing rewind, faces and 
moments looming up at her; toppling backward like 
individual dominos even before she reached them, and each 
falling face, each moment revealing another behind it, 
knocking it back, which in turn revealed another: 

Max glancing back at her… 
The staring silhouetted cops… 
Markey looking her in the eye before… 
Her own three undecided selves, debating, 

procrastinating… 
Leaping the gaps, and… 
(last, but by no means least) 
McClennan.  Poor McClennan; beaten and bloodied, 

sighing away his soul while lying in his own shit and piss. 
Alice’s tired gasping exploded into wracking sobs.  Her 

strength almost entirely gone now, overwhelmed by the 
weight of the night’s events, it was all Alice could do to 
grasp the handle of the clothes bin trap door and use it to 
keep standing, while grief, shame and relief spilled from her. 
 
Finally she pulled herself together, and stared into the bin.  
Within, the formless dark was fathomless.  Alice may as 
well have been staring into an infinite pit.  Abruptly, Alice 
wished it were, for had it been, there and then she would 
have thrown herself in and have the pit close over her.  In 
fact, a part of her felt it had already happened, that the 
dizzying disorientation in her head could only come from her 
tumbling end over end into the void. 

That being the case, she decided, there was only one 
thing left to do. 

She slammed the bin shut on herself. 
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